Abstract-One of the most critical issues in battery-powered and energy-constrained wireless sensor networks (WSN) is how to make the most of energy efficient strategies to improve system performance. In this paper, the system performance is represented by energy-efficiency and dataefficiency of the network. For the case where all the wireless nodes are distributed uniformly, we put forward an optimization problem and propose an approach to maximize the network performance, by arranging task assignment and transmission routes optimally. With Uniform Distribution unsatisfactory, a new distribution is constructed to improve the system performance greatly. When the new distribution becomes feasible and favorable, we continue to develop a network structure following Gaussian Distribution. Then the efficacies of all the distributions are compared through simulations. The experimental performance evaluation shows that Uniform Distribution can not meet our requirement well while the newly constructed one and Gaussian Distribution are both much more desirable. Our algorithm can also provide a good benchmark against which effective heuristics may be proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, technological advances in wireless sensor networks have led to the emergence of small, inexpensive and low-power sensor devices with limited on-board processing and communication capabilities. When suitably deployed in a large area, the sensors can cooperate together to complete various tasks. The deployment of sensors could either be deterministic (e.g. placing the nodes along grid points, however may not be practical in general), or be deployed randomly (e.g. from an aircraft). The sensors use wireless channels to communicate with each other as well as with the base station [1] . Wireless sensor networks have useful applications in both military and civilian domains. WSN is greatly different from conventional networks. One of its particular characteristics is the limited energy supply. The wireless nodes are likely to be battery-powered and it's impossible to recharge in many hostile scenarios, so energy-efficiency is a crucial requirement [1] .
II. RELATED WORK
Energy efficient algorithms for routing in wireless sensor networks have received considerable attention over the past few years. In [3] , the average throughput of wireless ad-hoc networks was enhanced by managing transmission power. In [4, 5] , distributed algorithms to form sparse topologies containing minimum-energy routes were proposed . Besides, many works considered energy-efficiency in terms of lifetime of a network. In [2] , a cross-layer cost function was constructed and a route selection scheme was established to perform node energy control for the extension of the lifetime of the individual nodes and for the achievement of energy balancing in the network. In [6, 7] , routing to maximize the network lifetime was considered and heuristics were proposed. In [8] , routing to maximize the network lifetime was considered. The problem was formulated as a linear program, and heuristics were proposed to select routes in a distributed manner to maximize the network lifetime. However, these heuristics do not always lead to selection of routes that are globally optimal. In [9] , the problem of computing a routing flow that maximizes the network lifetime was formulated as a linear program. It considered a convex optimization problem with a separable objective function that computed an approximate solution to this linear program.
In this paper, the performance of the network is represented by the amount of data information (in terms of data-efficiency) and the equilibrium of energy consumption (in terms of energy-efficiency). We focus on computing a flow that maximizes the performance. An optimization model is built considering data gathering and energy equilibrium. We solve the problem by some method and conclude that the uniform distribution is unfavorable to our expectation of high system performance. Hence, a new distribution is constructed, and is proven much more efficient by experiments.
The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way. The problem definition and model is given in section 2. The problem is solved in section 3. The numerical results are shown in section 4. In section 5, a new distribution is constructed and the experiment results for the two distributions are compared. Finally, in section 6, we draw some conclusions.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND MODEL
We consider a static wireless sensor network that is not bandwidth or interference limited. The required minimum power for a packet to be sent from a transmitter to a receiver is p l Kd
, where l and k are constant, d is the distance from the transmitter to the receiver, and γ is path loss exponent, which is usually taken from 2 to 6, according to the performance of the devices and the circumstances. The wireless sensor nodes are distributed in a disc area. Each sensor node has a limited battery energy supply. It's assumed that all the sensor nodes can generate and receive packets. The data information is relayed until it has arrived at the destination. Also, each node is assumed to be able to dynamically adjust its transmission power depending on the distance over which it transmits a packet. We model the wireless sensor network as a graph ( , )
G V E , where V is the set of wireless nodes, and ⊆ × E V V is the set of edges. For any , i j ∈ V , the edge ij e exists only when i and j can communicate with each other. For simplicity, we assume the sensing range is equal to the transmission range. There are several origindestination pairs, where "origin" (sensor nodes) refers to the nodes which collect and transmit data packets, and "destination" (sink nodes) refers to the nodes at which the data packets from "origin" converge. 
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the amount of data (measured by bits) of path p ∈ P , which will be determined via an optimization problem 
IV. APPROACH
This is a classical linear programming problem, which in principle can be solved by traditional algorithm for LP(e.g., simplex method). However, as we all know, it's a tough task to enumerate all the paths between two points in an arbitrary network. As a matter of fact, it's usually unnecessary to do this. For example, a route with too much communication delay (or equivalently too many hops) is usually disagreeable for real-time applications. Therefore, it's necessary to constitute a rule to simplify the complexity of determining ω P and M . To achieve the goal, we will use flooding, the classic protocol for disseminating data in a sensor network [10] . Take a network of N nodes ( 1 N − sensor nodes and a sink node, i.e., a base station) as an illustration. We assume a packet is transmitted upstream to the BS. After sensor node i at depth i d has received the packet, it selects its neighborhood nodes whose depths are equal to or smaller than its own according to its table and transmits the packet to them. It is stipulated that the data packet should not travel more than 0 n hops within the same depth of the network, where 0 n , usually more than 0, can be adjusted during actual operation. This procedure is performed by all the nodes in the network until the transmission of information is terminated. Fig. 1 is an illustration. In the sample network ' ( , )
to e, 2 paths from b to e, 2 paths from d to e, whereas there would be 10 paths from a to e, 10 paths from c to e, 6 paths from b to e, 6 paths from d to e. In networks consist of much more nodes as well as with greater depth, this reduction is much more evident and favorable.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The algorithm was implemented in MATLAB. We assume there are several sensor nodes and only one sink node. Several instance classes are considered. Each class is generated according to the following specifications.
The area to be covered is a disk contained in the square area (0,10)×(0,10) with radius R=5; The sink node((5,5) is located at the center of the covered area; Sensors are uniformly distributed on the area ( their coordinates are generated by a pseudo-random number generator); All sensors except the sink node have the same initial energy endowment i B :10J (it's supposed that the sink node is free from energy constraint); Energy requirement (measured by mJ) for transmitting a compressed data packet is a function of distance d : The validity of the network is defined as follows. When the network runs out, i.e., when one (some) of the N-1 nodes is (are) out of energy, we record the energy consumed by each node as 1
， and the validity is defined as α larger than some value, the result of the optimization problem will be invalid (very small, even approaches zero). This phenomenon is attributed to too great value of 2 α . sum f will be very small if too much attention has been paid to the equilibrium of energy. Our experiment shows that if the sensors were distributed uniformly, the optimum experimental results under the constraint that each sensor collected equal amount of data is far from our expectation, especially when the network was great in depth. When the sensors with small numbers of depth were out of energy, there was much energy remained, sometimes most energy of the battery, within sensors with large numbers of depth. On the other hand, in the optimization problem, when we put more and more emphasis on the equilibrium of energy consumption, that is, we made concluded that the sensors should be distributed in another way in order that each sensor collected nearly equal amount of data and "died" nearly at the same time.
We will elaborate this idea in the next section.
VI. NEW DISTRIBUTION
A the deduction According to last section, the unsatisfactory result is attributed to the uniformity of the distribution. It is still supposed that the area to be covered is a disk area centered at point O with radius R .
The network is partitioned to M layers as Fig．2. The disk area centered at point O with radius r is called layer 1 L ，whose area is denoted as 1 s ; the annular region generated by removing 1 L from the disk area with radius 2r is called layer 2 L , whose area is denoted as 2 s ; the annular region generated by removing 2 L from the disk area centered with radius 3r is called layer 3 L , whose area is denoted as 3 s ; repeat the process and { whose area is denoted as }( 4,5, , ) 
should satisfy a certain relation to achieve equilibrium of energy consumption. Suppose the initial energy of each sensor is E, the energy to collect and send out per unit amount of data is 1 e , the energy to receive and send out per unit amount of data is 2 e , where 1 e and 2 e can be treated as constants when the distance between the sending node and the receiving node doesn't go too far from the transmission radius r because the coefficient 0.01 is very small. In practice another reasonable assumption can be made out: the densities of data within each layer are all equal. Then, in layer M L , the amount of data collected and sent is
, and the density of data is
In layer 1 M L − , the amount of data collected and sent is and the density of data is
, we get the relation 
Repeat the process and { }( 3, 4, ,2,1) 
The simulation is as follows: The area to be covered is a disk contained in the square area (0,10)×(0,10) with radius R =5, and the sink node is (5, 5) . The distribution of the nodes is implemented according to above deduction. All the parameters are the same as previous simulation. The results are shown in table 3.
Also, the average validities are achieved by adjusting parameters 1 2 , α α as well as the transmission range between 1.5 and 3. Similarly to the previous example, if we make 2 α larger than some value, the result of the optimization problem will be invalid (very small, even approaches zero), which is attributed to too great value of 2 α . This phenomenon, which is in accord with our expectation, results from too small scale of the networks that were taken for example and the not subtle reasoning before. It is believed that if the complexity of our algorithm can be reduced to be applicable to very large networks, the results will be improved, i.e., the sensors will run out almost at the same time. This is a question that remains unaddressed. 
B Gaussian Distribution
Section 6.1 demonstrated the simulation results of the new distribution. We can see the substantial efficacy of the proposed topology structure. In this section, we further extend the discussion about the feasibility and applicability of network topology. Inspired by previous results, we expect another distribution, i.e Gaussian distribution. Specifically, for a multi-to-one wireless sensor network, the nodes are distributed with Gaussian distribution, the expectation vector and covariance matrix of which are µ ( µ is apparently the location of the sink node) and ∑ respectively. 
To testify the efficacy of the proposed distribution, we demonstrate the performance by experiments. 10 nodes are distributed with Gaussian distribution in an circular area centered at (4, 4) , with the covariance matrix 0.3 0 0 0.3
The transmission ranges of the sensor nodes are set 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.5, 2, 2.5. Table 4 demonstrates the simulation results. For each covariancetransmission radius combination, we repeat the experiment 50 times and record the average validity.
In contrast with the Gaussian distribution case, we carry out experiments on a uniformly distributed wireless sensor network. 10 nodes are distributed in the circular area which is of the same size as the Gaussian case. Table  5 demonstrates the simulation results.
Fi ｇ ． ５ compares the validity of the Gaussian distribution with Uniform distribution. We can considerably improve the network efficacy over the uniform topology structure. One of the most critical issues in battery-powered and energy-constrained wireless sensor networks (WSN) is how to make the most of energy efficient strategies to improve system performance. In this paper, the system performance is represented by energy-efficiency and data-efficiency of the network.
First we have considered how to make the most of energy efficient strategies to improve the system performance of WSN under uniform distribution. We put forward an optimization problem and proposed an approach to maximize the network performance, by arranging task assignment and transmission routes optimally. We have also constructed a new distribution more desirable than the uniform one. In addition, we develop a network structure following Gaussian Distribution. The efficacies of all the distributions are compared through simulations. The experimental performance evaluation shows that Uniform Distribution can not meet our requirement well while the newly constructed one and Gaussian Distribution are both much more desirable. Our algorithm can provide a good benchmark against which heuristics may be proposed. We will pay more attention to the scalability of the algorithm in the future. 
